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MAIN CHARACTERS



Introduction



Ichigo Kurosaki



Bleach is a Japanese shōnen manga series written and

illustrated by Tite Kubo. Bleach follows the adventures of

Ichigo Kurosaki after he accidentally obtains the power of a

Soul Reaper—a Japanese death personification similar to

the Grim Reaper—from Rukia Kuchiki. Gaining these

abilities forces him to take on the duties of defending

humans from evil spirits and guiding departed souls to the

afterlife.



The primary protagonist of Bleach, orange haired high

school freshman Ichigo Kurosaki is forced to become a

Substitute Shinigami after unwittingly absorbing most of

Rukia's powers. His cynical nature at first makes him illdisposed towards the duty, but with the passage of time he

comes to accept and welcome it, recognizing that even if he

is not able to save everyone, he can at least use his skills to

protect those close to him.



Bleach has been continuously serialized in the Japanese

manga anthology Weekly Shōnen Jump since August 2001,

and has been collected in 43 tankōbon volumes as of

October 2009[update]. Since its publication, Bleach has

spawned a substantial media franchise. The manga has

been adapted into an animated television series produced

by Studio Pierrot which is still ongoing in Japan as it adapts

the story from the manga. The series has also spawned two

original video animations (OVAs), three animated feature

films, seven rock musicals, and numerous video games, as

well as prompted the release of many types of Bleachrelated merchandise.



Rukia Kuchiki



Viz Media licensed the manga for English-language

publication in the United States and Canada and has

released 30 volumes as of March 2010[update]. In addition,

it has been publishing the chapters in Shonen Jump since

November 2007. On March 15, 2006, Viz obtained foreign

television and home video distribution rights to the Bleach

anime. Cartoon Network began airing Bleach as part of its

Adult Swim block on September 9, 2006, in the United

States. The first film, Bleach: Memories of Nobody was

released in North America on Region 1 DVD by Viz on

October 14, 2008, with the second film Bleach: The

DiamondDust Rebellion released in North America on

Region 1 by Viz on September 15, 2009.



Renji Abarai is an elite Shinigami bearing the rank of 6th

Division Lieutenant, making him second in command of a

sub-branch of the Shinigami armed forces. Although first

introduced as a deadly enemy, he has conflicting loyalties

between his job and Rukia, whom he grew up with. A brash

and driven man, he holds both a deep respect and

animosity towards his immediate superior, 6th Division

Captain Byakuya Kuchiki.



Compilation volumes of the manga have sold over 50

million copies in Japan and reached the top of manga sales

charts in the United States. The anime adaptation has been

similarly received, rating as the 4th most popular anime

television series in Japan in 2006, and in the top ten anime

for the US from 2006 to 2008. The series received the

Shogakukan Manga Award for the shōnen demographic in

2005, and is among the best-selling manga properties in

both Japan and the United States.



Rukia Kuchiki is a Shinigami who was sent on a Hollow

extermination patrol in Ichigo Kurosaki's home town.

Though her physical appearance is that of a teenage girl, in

reality she is over 150 years old. Rukia is forced to transfer

her power to Ichigo and assume a temporary lifestyle as a

regular human. She registers at the local high school and

takes up residence in Ichigo's closet, while teaching him

how to be a substitute Shinigami in her place.

Renji Abarai



Yasutora Sado

Yasutora Sado, better known as Chad, is one of Ichigo's few

friends at school. He is a biracial (Japanese/Mexican)

student who towers over his classmates. Despite his

imposing appearance he is quite meek, and refuses to fight

unless it is for the sake of another. He does not have

awareness of ghosts at first, but can still touch Hollows, and

eventually is able to see them when he witnesses a group

of children being attacked by a Hollow. He later discovers a

unique ability that strengthens and armors his right arm,

enabling him to fight hollows.

Uryū Ishida



CHARACTERS

All Bleach characters are "souls". Living humans contain

souls within their bodies, while disembodied souls, or spirits,

have a form composed of particles of Reiryoku called Reishi

(

, Spirit Particles), which otherwise mimics human

anatomy, aside from incredibly slowed aging (Rukia

appears to be in her teens, yet is over 150 years old.). This

form encompasses all of the spirit's being; there is no

distinction between spirit and body. There are a variety of

different types of spirits in Bleach, each with a different

visual theme and approach to combat.



Though on the surface nothing more than the solitary class

genius, Uryū Ishida is actually a Quincy, descendant of a

line of priest-like Hollow-hunting archers. He bears a deep

grudge against all Shinigami, including Ichigo, but comes to

view Ichigo differently over time, eventually becoming an

ally and friendly rival. His father refuses to have anything to

do with Quincies, so he receives training from his

grandfather, until his grandfather is killed. He wears a

special glove that helps to focus and strengthen spirit

particles. However, it is never to be taken off, for while you

would temporarily gain unparalleled power, one loses all his



or her Quincy powers. Ishida does take it off by breaking it

to defeat a powerful enemy while trying to save Rukia, but

the enemy escapes, and Ishida is left powerless. He is

surprised when his father show's his Quincy powers and

offers to restore Ishida's as long as he promises to no

longer deal with Shinigami. He regains his Quincy powers

the only way possible:While mentally and physically

exhausted, he is shot with a medium strength Quincy arrow

17 millimeters to the left of his heart



psychopomps of Bleach. They are souls with inner spiritual

power, recruited from the ranks of the residents and nobility

of Soul Society. Like all spirits, they cannot be detected by

normal Hhumans. Shinigami use their Zanpakutō,

supernatural swords that are the manifestation of their

owners' power, to perform soul burials on pluses. Shinigami

also use Zanpakutō and magic known as Kidō to fight their

arch-rivals, the hollows. A group of Shinigami known as the

Vizards have obtained Hollow powers, gaining removable

masks and access to certain Hollow abilities.



Orihime Inoue

Orihime Inoue is a long-time classmate of Ichigo, closely

linked to him by mutual friend Tatsuki Arisawa. She is

effectively an orphan, as she and her elder brother Sora ran

away from their abusive home at a young age, and her

brother later died. Though initially devoid of spiritual powers,

she begins to develop spiritual awareness and later obtains

one of the most powerful healing abilities in the Bleach

universe, able to completely restore a body to its previous

state regardless of how severely it is wounded. It is not

technically a healing ability, however. She has the ability to

"reject" or "deny" what happened to an object or area,

making it as if nothing ever happened. It can also restore

power, as witnessed when she healed an Arrancar,

Grimmjow. After healing his marking, he defeated with ease

an opponent who had usurped his position through battle

previously.



Hollow: Hollows are the central antagonists of the Bleach

franchise. They are evil spirits that reside in Hueco Mundo,

but travel to the Human World to feed on the souls of the

living and dead alike. Like Shinigami, Hollows are made of

spiritual matter and cannot be detected by ordinary

Humans. While the majority of Hollows can be overcome by

the average Shinigami, there are some which surpass even

the most elite Shinigami in strength. All normal Hollows

wear white masks, but a small group of hollows have

broken them, becoming Arrancar. By shattering their masks,

these Hollows regain the ability to reason, sometimes obtain

a humanoid form, and gain access to Shinigami powers.



Quincy: The Quinces are a clan of spiritually aware

Humans who once fought against the Hollows, using

weapons composed of spiritual energy to slay them. As

opposed to Shinigami, Quinces absorb and channel energy

from their surroundings to fight. Unlike the Shinigami

method of killing Hollows which allows the Hollow to enter

CHARACTER TYPES

Soul Society, the Quincy technique simply destroys the

Human: The humans of Bleach are much like the residents Hollow's soul entirely. This method has the propensity to

shatter the balance of the universe, because when souls

of modern Japan, and most cannot see or sense

disembodied spirits in any way. Spirits can, however, inhabit are destroyed, the number of souls entering and leaving

Soul Society cannot remain equal. This issue prompted the

artificial human bodies called Gigai which are visible to

ordinary humans. One in 50,000 Humans is a medium with Shinigami to conduct a campaign to exterminate the Quincy

about 200 years before the main storyline. At least two

some awareness of nearby spirits, but only a third of these

Quincies still remain.

are able to see them clearly, and only the strongest of

mediums are able to speak with or touch spirits. Certain

unique Humans naturally have both the power to sense and Artificial soul: Artificial souls (also known as Modified

the strength to fight with spirits. Ordinary Humans can gain Souls, or Mod Souls) are a type of soul mass-produced by

the ability to interact with spirits by spending time around a the Shinigami. Issued in pill form, they are used to force

Shinigami out of their Gigai during protracted stays in the

large source of spirit energy.

living world, and also to evict pluses that refuse to leave

Plus: Benign spirits in Bleach are known as Pluses (wholes their bodies after death. They come with a pre-programmed

personality that animates the host body until the owner

in the official English editions). A plus is the spirit of a

returns. In addition to the mundane versions, a series of

person who has died. A chain, known as the Chain of Fate

(

, inga no kusari), protrudes from the chest and binds experimental souls authorized and created by Shinigami

the plus to a location, object or person that they felt close to researchers exists. Known as modified souls, these were

in life. The soul can move about freely if the chain is broken, meant to hunt Hollows by possessing soulless human

bodies and supercharging a particular aspect of them (for

but this also causes the chain to corrode. Normally, Pluses

are sent to Soul Society by Shinigami in a ritual called Soul example, strength or speed). The Shinigami decided to

scrap the project due to the inhumanity of forcing dead

Burial (

, konsō) before this corrosion becomes

bodies to fight, and ordered the destruction of all modified

significant. If the Chain of Fate is corroded entirely before a souls. Only one modified soul exists in the manga, but there

soul burial can be performed, a hole will form in the chest of are three more such characters in the anime.

the soul where the chain was once anchored. Such souls

are driven mad and become evil spirits known as Hollows. If Bount: They are a vampiric like race created when an

the Chain of Fate is torn out deliberately, this also leads to

experiment in Soul Society (conducted by Ran'Tao) goes

spiritual degradation.

horribly wrong, and the Bount souls get mixed up with

Shinigami: Shinigami (Soul Reaper in the official English

normal souls which causes Bounts to be born from normal

editions, Death Gods in most subtitled versions) are the

Humans and because of the Bounts powers they where



despised by Humans as well. Because of their massive

Reiatsu they where easy prey for Hollow which cause the

Soul Society to take action in exterminating the Bount which

happened when the Bounts battled the Quincies the Soul

Society used the opportunity to destroy the Bounts.



Hell: Hell is the destination of those who committed

unforgivably evil acts during their lives in the human world.

When a hollow whose mortal soul is too wicked to enter

Soul Society is slain by a Zanpakutō, the gates of hell (giant

doors held by skeletons) appear and begin to open. A giant,

laughing spiritual being with a blade spears the wicked spirit

and drags it down into hell.



Enhanced Humans: Not all humans are blissfully unaware

of the power and terror that lurks around them. Though

Quincy were once the most prevailant, there are other types Bleach characters move from world to world by several

means. Shinigami open passages between worlds by

of spiritually aware humans.

means of their Zanpakutō. Butterflies created during Soul

Burial, called Hell Butterflies, make these routes safe.

Superhumans: Those that have become spiritually

Human souls usually cross between planes only through

awakened, and have had that awakening vastly increase

their power, and abilities. Sado and Tatsuki are examples of birth into the Human World or soul burial by Shinigami.

Living humans can also use special portals to move

Superhumans.

between worlds, but this is dangerous. While hollows are

portrayed as able to move between planes at will by

Soulcasters: Some spiritually awakened become able to

opening rifts in space, they usually remain in Hueco Mundo

channel vast power through trinkets that are part of their

due to the risk of discovery in Soul Society or the Human

souls. These beings are called Soulcasters, as their power

World. Encounters between characters crossing realms are

comes from their very will. Orihime is the only revealed

a driving plot force in Bleach.

example of a soulcaster in bleach.

SETTING

The planes of existence in the Bleach universe broadly

correspond to the life and afterlife of Human belief systems.

The living Humans of Bleach reside in a world resembling

present-day Japan; buried souls live in a kind of Heaven

called Soul Society; evil souls are sent to Hell. Once in Soul

Society, a spirit is able to live longer than Humans in the

living world, with many aging into the thousands of years.

Once a spirit dies in Soul Society, its soul is sent back to the

living world and reborn as a new human. This provides the

two worlds with balance.

Human world: The Human World of Bleach is modern

Japan, specifically, a fictional area of Western Tokyo called

Karakura Town In this world, Ichigo attends school and

fights Hollows. Places of note are the high school, the

Urahara Shop, the river where Ichigo's mother was killed,

the cemetery, Karakura Hospital, and Ichigo and Orihime's

homes.



Base Rules

THE CORE MECHANIC

Whenever you attempt an action that has some chance of

failure, you roll a twenty-sided die (d20). To determine if

your character succeeds at a task you do this:

* Roll a d20.

* Add any relevant modifiers.

* Compare the result to a target number.

If the result equals or exceeds the target number, your

character succeeds. If the result is lower than the target

number, you fail.

Dice



Dice rolls are described with expressions such as “3d4+3,”

which means “roll three four-sided dice and add 3” (resulting

Soul Society: Soul Society consists of an expansive walled in a number between 6 and 15). The first number tells you

how many dice to roll (adding the results together). The

city, Seireitei (Court of Pure Souls) in the center and four

number immediately after the “d” tells you the type of die to

regions, each with 80 districts, outside of it. The districts

outside of the Seireitei are known as the Rukongai (Town of use. Any number after that indicates a quantity that is added

or subtracted from the result.

Wandering Spirits) and are the place where non-Shinigami

and commoners live. The district number of the Rukongai

(ranging from 1 to 80) also describes its conditions. District d%

1, the closest to Seireitei, is peaceful and orderly, while the

Percentile dice work a little differently. You generate a

most distant District 80 is filled with criminals and has the

number between 1 and 100 by rolling two different ten-sided

poorest living conditions. A king resides in another realm

dice. One (designated before you roll) is the tens digit. The

within Soul Society.

other is the ones digit. Two 0s represent 100.

Modifiers

Hueco Mundo: Hueco Mundo is the desert-like area

between the human world and Soul Society. Literally

A modifier is any bonus or penalty applying to a die roll. A

meaning "hollow world" (the word hueco can also mean

"empty"), it is where hollows reside when not hunting in the positive modifier is a bonus, and a negative modifier is a

penalty.

human world, where they are undetectable. Entrances to

Hueco Mundo are created by ripping the dimensional fabric

between the two worlds (Garganta).



STACKING

In most cases, modifiers to a given check or roll stack

(combine for a cumulative effect) if they come from different

sources and have different types (or no type at all), but do

not stack if they have the same type or come from the same

source (such as the same spell cast twice in succession). If

the modifiers to a particular roll do not stack, only the best

bonus and worst penalty applies. Dodge bonuses and

circumstance bonuses however, do stack with one another

unless otherwise specified.



MODIFIER TYPES



Deflection bonuses stack with all other bonuses to AC

except other deflection bonuses. A deflection bonus applies

against touch attacks.

DODGE BONUS

A dodge bonus improves Armor Class (and sometimes

Reflex saves) resulting from physical skill at avoiding blows

and other ill effects. Dodge bonuses are never granted by

spells or magic items. Any situation or effect (except

wearing armor) that negates a character's Dexterity bonus

also negates any dodge bonuses the character may have.

Dodge bonuses stack with all other bonuses to AC, even

other dodge bonuses. Dodge bonuses apply against touch

attacks.



ABILITY MODIFIER

ENHANCEMENT BONUS

The bonus or penalty associated with a particular ability

score. Ability modifiers apply to die rolls for character

actions involving the corresponding abilities.



An enhancement bonus represents an increase in the

sturdiness and/or effectiveness of armor or natural armor, or

the effectiveness of a weapon, or a general bonus to an

ALCHEMICAL BONUS

ability score. Multiple enhancement bonuses on the same

object (in the case of armor and weapons), creature (in the

An alchemical bonus is granted by the use of a nonmagical, case of natural armor), or ability score do not stack. Only

alchemical substance such as antitoxin.

the highest enhancement bonus applies. Since

enhancement bonuses to armor or natural armor effectively

ARMOR BONUS

increase the armor or natural armor's bonus to AC, they

don't apply against touch attacks.

An armor bonus applies to Armor Class and is granted by

armor or by a spell or magical effect that mimics armor.

INSIGHT BONUS

Armor bonuses stack with all other bonuses to Armor Class

(even with natural armor bonuses) except other armor

An insight bonus improves performance of a given activity

bonuses. An armor bonus doesn't apply against touch

by granting the character an almost precognitive knowledge

attacks, except for armor bonuses granted by force effects

of what might occur. Multiple insight bonuses on the same

(such as the mage armor spell) which apply against

character or object do not stack. Only the highest insight

incorporeal touch attacks, such as that of a shadow.

bonus applies.

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER



LUCK MODIFIER



A circumstance bonus (or penalty) arises from specific

conditional factors impacting the success of the task at

hand. Circumstance bonuses stack with all other bonuses,

including other circumstance bonuses, unless they arise

from essentially the same source.



A luck modifier represents good (or bad) fortune. Multiple

luck bonuses on the same character or object do not stack.

Only the highest luck bonus applies.



COMPETENCE MODIFIER



MORALE MODIFIER



A morale bonus represents the effects of greater hope,

courage, and determination (or hopelessness, cowardice,

A competence bonus (or penalty) affects a character's

and despair in the case of a morale penalty). Multiple

performance of a particular task, as in the case of the bardic morale bonuses on the same character do not stack. Only

ability to inspire competence. Such a bonus may apply on

the highest morale bonus applies. Non-intelligent creatures

attack rolls, saving throws, skill checks, caster level checks, (creatures with an Intelligence of 0 or no Intelligence at all)

or any other checks to which a bonus relating to level or skill cannot benefit from morale bonuses.

ranks would normally apply. It does not apply on ability

checks, damage rolls, initiative checks, or other rolls that

NATURAL ARMOR BONUS

aren't related to a character's level or skill ranks. Multiple

competence bonuses don't stack; only the highest bonus

A natural armor bonus improves Armor Class resulting from

applies.

a creature's naturally tough hide. Natural armor bonuses

stack with all other bonuses to Armor Class (even with

DEFLECTION BONUS

armor bonuses) except other natural armor bonuses. Some

magical effects (such as the barkskin spell) grant an

A deflection bonus affects Armor Class and is granted by a enhancement bonus to the creature's existing natural armor

spell or magic effect that makes attacks veer off harmlessly. bonus, which has the effect of increasing the natural armor's



overall bonus to Armor Class. A natural armor bonus doesn't number normally. When two or more multipliers apply to any

abstract value (such as a modifier or a die roll), however,

apply against touch attacks.

combine them into a single multiple, with each extra multiple

adding 1 less than its value to the first multiple. Thus, a

PROFANE MODIFIER

double (×2) and a double (×2) applied to the same number

results in a triple (×3, because 2 + 1 = 3).

A profane bonus (or penalty) stems from the power of evil.

Multiple profane bonuses on the same character or object

When applying multipliers to real-world values (such as

do not stack. Only the highest profane bonus applies.

weight or distance), normal rules of math apply instead. A

creature whose size doubles (thus multiplying its weight by

RACIAL BONUS

8) and then is turned to stone (which would multiply its

A bonus granted because of the culture a particular creature weight by a factor of roughly 3) now weighs about 24 times

normal, not 10 times normal. Similarly, a blinded creature

was brought up in or because of innate characteristics of

attempting to negotiate difficult terrain would count each

that type of creature. If a creature's race changes (for

square as 4 squares (doubling the cost twice, for a total

instance, if it dies and is reincarnated), it loses all racial

multiplier of ×4), rather than as 3 squares (adding 100%

bonuses it had in its previous form.

twice).

RESISTANCE BONUS



Character Creation



A resistance bonus affects saving throws, providing extra

protection against harm. Multiple resistance bonuses on the

CHARACTER CONCEPT AND CREATION BASICS

same character or object do not stack. Only the highest

The design of a new character for Bleach d20 should

resistance bonus applies.

involve a thoughtful collaboration between the player and

the GM. Your objective is to create a character who is fun to

SACRED MODIFIER

play, has plenty of reason to adventure, and who fits into the

A sacred bonus (or penalty) stems from the power of good. GM's campaign. In Bleach d20, you can choose to spend as

Multiple sacred bonuses on the same character or object do little as ten minutes designing a character or upwards of an

hour. The difference lies in the amount of detail and

not stack. Only the highest sacred bonus applies.

individuality given to your character. At no time during an

RPG campaign do you have more control over the destiny

SHIELD BONUS

of your character than during the creation process. If you

have any questions about game mechanics or specific

A shield bonus improves Armor Class and is granted by a

character abilities, talk to the GM before you begin

shield or by a spell or magic effect that mimics a shield.

character creation.

Shield bonuses stack with all other bonuses to AC except

other shield bonuses. A magic shield typically grants an

enhancement bonus to the shield's shield bonus, which has DICE AND NOTATIONS

Like all d20 System games, Bleach d20 uses polyhedral

the effect of increasing the shield's overall bonus to AC. A

shield bonus granted by a spell or magic item typically takes (multi-sided) dice at various points in the game. This

typically includes dice with the following number of sides: 4,

the form of an invisible, tangible field of force that protects

6, 8, 10, 12, and 20. When a random number needs to be

the recipient. A shield bonus doesn't apply against touch

generated through a dice roll, the exact dice to be rolled will

attacks.

be indicated by the formula XdY+Z, where:

- X is the number of dice rolled

SIZE MODIFIER

- d represents the word "dice"

- Y is the type of die rolled (number of sides)

A size bonus or penalty is derived from a creature's size

- Z is a fixed value added to the roll (omitted for a zero)

category. Size modifiers of different kinds apply to Armor

For example, 2d8+4 indicates you should roll two eightClass, attack rolls, Hide checks, grapple checks, and

sided dice and add 4 to the generated value. Similarly, 5d6

various other checks.

indicates a roll of five six-sided dice, while 2d10-2 means

roll two 10-sided dice and subtract two from the result.

ROUNDING FRACTIONS

GM DISCUSSION

You and the other players should discuss the nature of the

upcoming game with the GM. Before any characters are

created, the GM should outline such details as genre,

Exception: Certain rolls, such as damage and hit points,

setting, campaign duration, story boundaries, and expected

have a minimum of 1.

time commitment. As a player, you should listen closely to

the GM's descriptions since it will impact directly on the

MULTIPLYING

character you wish to create. It is not useful if you decide to

Sometimes a rule makes you multiply a number or a die roll. create a computer hacker character should the GM set the

game in late Seventh Century Japan.

As long as you’re applying a single multiplier, multiply the

In general, if you wind up with a fraction, round down, even

if the fraction is one-half or larger.



Ask for clarification of any rule modifications the GM plans

to use as well as any background restrictions on your

character. If you have any game preferences involving

issues such as combat intensity, maturity level, or drama

versus comedy ratio, let the GM know about them. Help the

GM create the game that you all want to play.

CHARACTER LEVEL VS CLASS LEVEL

Since there are no classes in the Bleach D20 system, you

should find no distinguishing between Character and Class

levels, as they are one in the same here.

BEGINNING HIGHER THAN 1ST LEVEL

One of the most important things that the Game Master

should discuss with his or her players is the starting

character Level. While characters traditionally start at 1st

Level in most d20 System games, the GM and players may

want to adventure with more experienced and thus more

powerful and capable.

Characters that begin higher than 1st Level gain all the

benefits and special abilities granted from 1st Level to their

current Level and begin the game with an appropriate

number of Experience Points (see the Dungeons and

Dragons Player's Handbook for more information on

Experience Points). This includes the additional Feats and

Ability Score increases presented later in this chapter.

ABILITY SCORES

A character's core, base abilities are determined by six

values known as Ability Scores. These values describe the

character's innate, natural aptitude at interacting with the

world. The six Ability Scores are:

- Strength (Str)

- Dexterity (Dex)

- Constitution (Con)

- Intelligence (Int)

- Wisdom (Wis)

- Charisma (Cha)

The values of these abilities range from 0 to infinity, with a

normal human range from 3 to 18. The normal human

maximum is 24, but superhuman or supernatural characters

may have higher ratings. A value of none for an Ability

Score, which is different from 0, is a special case

appropriate for specific character ideas (discussed below).



ABILITY MODIFIERS

Each Ability has a modifier that is the number you add to or

subtract from the die roll when your character tries to

accomplish something related to that Ability. A positive

modifier is called a bonus, and a negative modifier is called

a penalty.

DEFINITION OF ABILITY SCORES

STRENGTH

Strength is a measure of the character's physical power.

Strength provides a modifier to:

- Damage rolls in melee combat

- Strength-based Skill checks.

- Strength checks.

Any creature that can physically manipulate other objects

has at least 1 Point of Strength. A character with no

Strength score cannot exert force, usually because it has no

physical body or because it doesn't move. Such a creature

automatically fails Strength checks. .

DEXTERITY

Dexterity is a measure of the character's hand-eye coordination, agility, reflexes, and balance. Dexterity provides

modifiers to:

- Dexterity-based Skill checks.

- Initiative rolls.

- Reflex saving throws.

- Dexterity checks.

Any creature that can move has at least 1 Point of Dexterity.

A creature with no Dexterity score can't move, but if it can

act, it applies its Intelligence modifier to Initiative checks

instead of a Dexterity modifier (for example, an artificially

intelligent computer that has no moving body adds its

Intelligence modifier to Initiative rolls). A creature with no

Dexterity fails all Reflex saves and Dexterity checks.

Dexterity always provides a +0 modifier to ranged attack

rolls, regardless of the character's Dexterity rating.



CONSTITUTION

Constitution determines your character's health and

stamina.

Constitution provides modifiers to:

- Fortitude saving throws.

- Constitution-based Skill checks.

- Constitution checks.

Any living creature has at least 1 Point of Constitution. A

creature with no Constitution has no body or no metabolism.

ZERO RATING AND "NONE" ABILITY SCORES

It is possible for some constructs or alien creatures to have It is immune to any effect that requires a Fortitude save

unless the effect works on objects.

a score of "None." None is not the same as a score of 0. A

score of none means that the creature does not possess the The creature is also immune to Ability damage, Ability drain,

and energy drain, and always fails Constitution checks.

Ability at all. The modifier for a score of none is +0.

A character's Ability Score can never drop below 0.

Strength 0 means that the character cannot move at all. He INTELLIGENCE

Intelligence is a measure of the character's reason and

or she lies helpless on the ground.

ability to learn. Intelligence provides modifiers to:

Dexterity 0 means that the character cannot move at all.

- The number of Skill Points gained at each Level (though

He or she is motionless and helpless.

the value can never be reduced below 1 Ñ a character

Constitution 0 means that the character is dead.

Intelligence 0 means that the character cannot think and is always gains at least one Skill Point per Level).

- Intelligence-based Skill checks.

in a coma-like stupor, helpless.

Wisdom 0 means that the character is withdrawn in a deep - Intelligence checks.

Any creature that can think, learn, or remember has at least

sleep filled with nightmares, helpless.

1 Point of Intelligence. A creature with no Intelligence score

Charisma 0 means that the character is withdrawn into a

is an automaton, operating on simple instincts or

catatonic, coma-like stupor, helpless.



programmed instructions. It is immune to all mindinfluencing effects (charms, compulsions, phantasms,

patterns, and morale effects) and automatically fails

Intelligence checks.



STATISTIC BONUSES AND PENALTIES

Score Modifier Score Modifier Score Modifier Score Modifier

1



-5



16



3



32



11



48



2



-4



18



4



34



12



50



19



20

WISDOM

4

-3

20

5

36

13

52

21

Wisdom is a reflection of the character's willpower, common

sense,intuition, perception, and life experience. Wisdom

6

-2

22

6

38

14

54

22

provides modifiers to:

8

-1

24

7

40

15

56

23

- Will saving throws.

10

0

26

8

42

16

58

24

- Wisdom-based Skill checks.

- Wisdom checks.

12

1

28

9

44

17

60

25

Any creature that can perceive its environment in any

14

2

30

10

46

18

&gt;60

+1/+2

fashion has at least 1 Point of Wisdom. Anything without a

Wisdom score is an object, not a creature. Additionally,

HIT POINTS

anything without a Wisdom score also has no Charisma

All characters begin the game with 30 hit points and gain 5

score, and vice versa.

hit points per level.



CHARISMA

Charisma describes the characters strength of persuasion,

personality, and the character's appearance. Charisma

provides modifiers to:

- Charisma-based Skill checks.

- Charisma checks.

Any creature capable of telling the difference between itself

and things that are not itself has at least 1 Point of

Charisma.

GENERATING ABILITY SCORES

When you begin the game, you must generate abilities

scores. This is a basic point buy process, but there are

multiple power levels that can be maintained by different

point allocations.

Firstly, we must dispose of the conceit that point costs

between individual numbers goes up as the number gets

higher. This is only done when because it is an attempt to

control min maxing.

In the Bleach D20 system, all of your statistics start at

human base-line; each score begins at 10.

In a low powered game, a GM would give you 10 points to

then split between the scores on a one point for one point

basis. One basic score package that follows this line is:

14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 10

In a moderate power level game, a GM would give you 20

points to then split between the scores on a one point for

one point basis. One basic score package that follows this

line is:

16, 14, 14, 12, 12, 12

A High power level game entices a GM to hand out 30

points to then be split between the scores on a one for one

point basis. One basic score package that follows this line is

18, 18, 16, 14, 12, 12

A GM may be tempted to give out many more points. For

example a 40 point game would bring quite high scores.

18, 18, 18, 16, 16, 14 is a score package for that total. This

is not recommended as no score can begin the game above

an 18 (Unless you take the feat Heroic Attribute)

MOVING ON

Once that's finished, move onto Adding it Up below. It explains the

remainder of character creation using a simple A, B, C, approach

that is easy for beginners or experienced roleplayers



FEATS

At first level, each character can select six feats. Each level

thereafter, a character gains one feat. The selection of feats

may alter above progression, or add particular features and

powers to your characters.

Feats are organised in feat trees and may require certain

conditions before being selected. Feats gained in this

manner do not supersede the normal feat progression

beyond the increased feats gained at level 1. No matter how

many feats you gain per level, you may never gain more

than one Prestige Feat per level (unless noted otherwise)

SKILLS

Each character chooses any 4 base skills and 8 core skills

to be favored skills. All other skills are non-favored skills.

Favored Skills have ranks equal to your level + 3. NonFavored Skills have half those ranks.

ACTION DICE

See Action Dice section for rules on action dice. You begin

play with 3 action dice and gain 1 action dice per 5 levels

gained.



Level



Experience Needed



1



0



2



1000



3



3000



4



6000



5



10000



6



15000



7



21000



8



28000



9



36000



10



45000



11



55000



12



66000



13



78000



14



91000



15



105000



16



120000



17



136000



18



153000



19



171000



20



190000



+1 level



+1000x previous level in xp



Leveling Up

As you level up you receive the following. If something is

listed on two lists for your level, you receive both.

FIRST LEVEL

At first level, you receive your choices from your character

creation process. You receive the following.

– Statistics as per your Point Buy

– 30 Hit Points

– Your 4 Favored Base Skills and 8 Favored Core

Skills (See Skills Section above)

– Your Starting 6 Feats. (See Feats Section above)

– 3 Action Dice per game session

– Damage Reduction 1/– Reputation +1

– Base Wealth (2d4+1)

– If you are of a Living Race you gain the Alive Feat.

It cannot be retrained even if you die.

EVERY LEVEL

At every level after first, you receive the following.

– One Feat

– 5 Hit Points

– +1 all Favored Skills

– +1/- Damage Reduction

– Profession Check to increase Wealth

EVERY SECOND LEVEL

At level 2 and every second level thereafter you receive the

following:

– +1 all Non-Favored Skills

– Reputation +1

EVERY THIRD LEVEL

At level 3 and every third level afterward you receive the

following

– One Additional Feat

EVERY FOURTH LEVEL

At level 4 and every fourth level afterward you receive the

following

– 2 Statistic Points to distribute

EVERY FIFTH LEVEL

At level 5 and every fifth level afterward you receive the

following

– An additional Action Dice per game session

EVERY TENTH LEVEL

At tenth level and every ten levels afterward your receive

the following

– 1 Statistic Point to each of your statistics.
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